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The magnetism of Co–Rh nanoparticles is investigated experimentally and

theoretically. The particles (E2 nm) have been synthesized by

decomposition of organometallic precursors in mild conditions of pressure

and temperature, under hydrogen atmosphere and in the presence of a

polymer matrix. The magnetic properties are determined by SQUID,

Mössbauer spectroscopy, and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD).

The structural and chemical properties are characterized by wide angle

X-ray scattering, transmission electronic microscopy and X-ray absorption

near edge spectroscopy. All the studied Co–Rh clusters are magnetic with

an average spin moment per atom m that is larger than the one of

macroscopic crystals or alloys with similar concentrations. The experimental

results and comparison with theory suggest that the most likely chemical

arrangement is a Rh core, with a Co-rich outer shell showing significant

Co–Rh mixing at the interface. Measured and calculated magnetic

anisotropy energies (MAEs) are found to be higher than in pure Co

clusters. Moreover, one observes that the MAEs can be tuned to some

extent by varying the Rh concentration. These trends are well accounted for

by theory, which in addition reveals important spin and orbital moments

induced at the Rh atoms as well as significant orbital moments at the Co

atoms. These play a central role in the interpretation of experimental data

as a function of Co–Rh content. A more detailed analysis from a local

perspective shows that the orbital and spin moments at the Co–Rh interface

are largely responsible for the enhancement of the magnetic moments and

magnetic anisotropy.
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1. Introduction

The magnetism in monometallic ferromagnetic 3d transition-metal (TM) nanopar-
ticles containing less than 1000 atoms has been the subject of numerous experimental
and theoretical studies. It is nowadays relatively well understood that the large
surface-to-volume ratio induces an enhancement of the spin and orbital magnetic
moments and magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) as compared to the bulk materi-
als.1,2 In contrast very little is known about the behaviour of magnetic nanoalloys.
This subject is currently attracting considerable attention both from fundamental
and technological perspectives. For example, for material science applications one
would like to be able to develop magnetic nanoparticles that combine both high
saturation magnetization (MS) and large MAE. This can indeed be achieved by
starting from a ferromagnetic (FM) 3d metal and by associating it with a second
heavier element that displays a stronger spin–obit coupling and a potentially
significant contribution to the total magnetization. Quite generally, 4d and 5d
metals appear as very good candidates for this purpose. Co–Rh clusters are
particularly appealing since Rh shows non-saturated magnetism in small clusters
despite being non-magnetic in bulk.3–7 Alloying Co with Rh should be an effective
way to combine large magnetic moments with large magnetic anisotropy energy. In
addition, the diversity of local chemical environments present in these nanoalloys
and the competition between Co–Co, Co–Rh and Rh–Rh effective exchange
couplings lead us to expect very interesting size and structural dependence of the
magnetic properties.
In the past years some experimental and theoretical studies on Co–Rh nanopar-

ticles have been performed. For instance, CoRh particles have been synthesized by
Zitoun et al. by decomposing organometallic precursors in the presence of a
polymer.6 Moreover, the measurements have shown that the average magnetic
moment per Co atom for clusters of about 300–400 atoms is about 2.38 mB for a
Co concentration xCo I 0.5. This value is much larger than the average magnetiza-
tion found in bulk alloys of similar concentration. From the point of view of theory
only a few studies have been concerned with Co–Rh clusters. The interplay between
structural, chemical and magnetic properties of small free CoMRhN (N + m r 13)
have been determined by Dennler et al. within the framework of spin-density-
functional theory.7 They found that all studied Co–Rh clusters are magnetic with
average and local spin moments that are often a factor two larger than those of
macroscopic crystals or alloys with similar concentrations. It is the purpose of this
paper to report on recent experimental and theoretical progress on the study of the
magneto-anisotropic properties of CoxRh1�x clusters as a function of size, composi-
tion and structure.

2. Experimental

In the following we briefly review the experimental method to study the magnetic
properties of Co–Rh clusters. Details of both the synthesis and the structural studies
have been published in ref. 6 and 8. The nanoparticle synthesis is performed in
solution by decomposition of organometallic precursors in the presence of a
stabilizing polymer. These precursors decompose under hydrogen pressure (3 bars)
at room temperature to give zero-valency atoms. The nucleation–growth process
leads to the formation of metallic clusters. The use of organometallics allows us to
work under mild conditions of temperature compared to thermal decomposition of a
metal carbonyl compound (Fe(CO)5 or Co2(CO)8). These methods lead to nano-
particle assemblies of well-defined size and composition. However, a passivated
surface by carbon monoxide and/or carbides is highly probable. The decomposition
of both organometallic precursors (Co and Rh) does not release any contaminating
by-products in contrast to the reduction of a metal salt by a borohydride. Only
cyclooctane and pentane-2,4-diol could bind to the nanocrystals surface. Surface
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magnetism, which is crucial in small systems, is therefore not perturbed and the
nanoparticle can be regarded as relatively close to the ideal free cluster from the
magnetic point of view.
The organometallic approach combined with the use of polyvinylpyrrolidone K30

(PVP) at low metal concentration allows growth control of the nanoparticles. Three
samples with Co final concentrations xCo = 0.76, 0.49 and 0.25 were synthesized.
The transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) studies evidence a regular dispersion
of the clusters in the polymer matrix, with narrow log-normal size distributions,
an average diameters around 2 nm, and a width below 15%. The analysis of
the fine structure has been realized by using high resolution TEM and wide angle
X-ray scattering (WAXS) techniques. The Co0.25Rh0.75 sample displays the bulk
phase fcc structure with a first nearest neighbor (NN) distance of dNN I 0.269 nm.
Co0.49Rh0.51 and Co0.76Rh0.24 do not display any conventional crystalline phase.
The WAXS pattern can be fitted with a polytetrahedral structure,9 and the inter-
atomic distance evolves from dNN I 0.269 nm for Co0.49Rh0.51 to dNN I 0.263 nm
for Co0.76Rh0.24 which confirms the bimetallic character of the nanoparticles.
We may conclude that the clusters probably present a Rh core and a Co rich
shell since dNN is very close to that of bulk Rh. In conclusion, we may assume
that the nanoparticles adopt a close packed crystalline structure with dNN I dNN

(Rh).
Fig. 1 shows the hysteresis loops measured at 2 K for the three samples. Data from

mono-metallic Co particles of 1.5 nm diameter10 are also included for comparison.
All systems are found to be magnetic and display ferromagnetic behaviour with
hysteresis. As a general tendency, on increasing the Rh concentration, the coercive
field increases as well as the irreversible field up to and above 5 T. The differential
high field susceptibility also increases, and none of the magnetization curves are
saturated in this range of field. At 5 T, the magnetization per Co atom first increases
and then decreases with increasing Rh concentration.
At higher temperature, the hysteresis disappears and the magnetization progres-

sively decreases. This behaviour corresponds to the transition from a ferromagnetic
behaviour to a super-paramagnetic one. This transition is confirmed by the
behaviour of the susceptibility. The zero-field cooled and field-cooled susceptibility
curves (measured at 1 mT) display the same typical shape (see Fig. 2 of ref. 6). The
magnetization displays a narrow maximum which temperature corresponds to the
blocking temperature, i.e. the transition from the superparamagnetic to the blocked
ferromagnetic state. The same behaviour is observed for all the samples with

Fig. 1 Hysteresis loops measured at 2 K for bimetallic CoxRh1�x nanoparticles (diameter
f C2 nm) for different Co concentrations x.
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different blocking temperatures as a consequence of the different size distributions
and effective anisotropy. We use the formalism described in ref. 6 and 10 to
determine the size distributions, the variation of the spontaneous magnetization
versus temperature MS(T) and the effective anisotropy Keff.
The results plotted in Fig. 2 demonstrate that alloying with Rh induces a stronger

dependence of MS vs. temperature. The plot of the spontaneous magnetization with
temperature can be fitted with a Bloch type law, the slope decreases while the Rh
ratio increases. A surprisingly small increase of MS(T) is observed for pure Co as is
also observed for free clusters by Billas et al.11

These data demonstrate that the Rh atoms in the Co0.5Rh0.5 clusters have a strong
induced magnetic moment. The L2 and L3 XMCD signals are of the same order of
magnitude, with opposite signs, indicating that the orbital contribution (Lz) is small
compared to the spin one (Sz). Using Thole and Carra’s sum rules,12 we estimate the
ratio Lz/Sz = 0.066.
The main experimental results can be summarized as follows: (i) For all the

studied chemical compositions the clusters are magnetic. (ii) The cluster structure is
closed packed with a tendency to fcc-like structure at least for low xCo (iii) The mean
NN distance in the cluster is very close to that of bulk Rh. (iv) The magnetic moment
per Co atom is significantly enhanced with respect to the corresponding bulk alloy of
similar concentration. (iv) The Rh atoms carry non vanishing spin and orbital
magnetic moments. Despite all these interesting findings a number of questions still
deserve to be clarified. For example, how does the cluster structure and distribution
of Co and Rh within the cluster affect the magnetic behaviour? Can one infer any
trends on the most likely chemical arrangement from the magnetic behaviour? What
can be said about the role of segregation versus intermixing at the CoRh interface?
How important are the orbital magnetic moments for the interpretation of experi-
ment? And, is it possible to account for the measured magnetic moments quantita-
tively? In the following section we intend to address these kinds of questions from
the point of view of theory by performing self-consistent calculations on CoNRhM as
a function of size, structure and composition.

3. Theory

For the theoretical investigations we consider a d-band Hamiltonian given by ref. 13
and 14

H = H0 + HC + HSO. (1)

Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of the mean magnetic moment per Co atom in bimetallic
CoxRh1�x nanoparticles (f C2 nm) for different Co concentrations x.
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The first term

H0 ¼
X
im;jm0

tmm0
ij ĉ

y
ims ĉjm0s ð2Þ

takes into account inter-atomic hybridizations between the orbitals m and m0 of
atoms i and j. In the usual notation, ĉwims, ĉims, and n̂ims = ĉwimsĉims refers to the
creation, annihilation, and number operator for a spin-s electron at orbital im. The
Coulomb interaction term HC is treated in the unrestricted Hartree–Fock approx-
imation and may be written as

HC ¼
X
ims

Deims n̂ims; ð3Þ

where

Deims ¼
X
m0

Umm0 �
Jmm0

2

� �
nim0 �

s
2
Jmm0mim0

� �
ð4Þ

are the orbital- and spin-dependent shifts of the d levels that depend on the local
occupations nim = hn̂immi + hn̂imki and spin polarizations mim = hn̂immi � hn̂imki.
The direct and exchange Coulomb integrals Umm0 and Jmm0 are expressed in terms of
the three independent radial Coulomb integrals F(0), F(2), and F(4), whose values can
be derived from the known atomic ratios.15 In this way atomic symmetry is strictly
respected and all Hund’s rules are naturally fulfilled. The Coulomb interactions
Umm0 and Jmm0 that define the self-consistent equations [eqn (4)], may be treated in a
simple way by the so-called orbital polarization (OP) approximation.18,19,22 This
approach has been proposed in the context of first principles studies of TMs in order
to enhance phenomenologically the effects of Hund’s rule orbital polarizations and
to correct for the systematic underestimations of the orbital moments obtained with
the usual exchange and correlation density functionals. In this way numerous
important predictions of the orbital magnetic moments in bulk, surfaces and
deposited atoms have been obtained.19–21 Within the present model the OP term is
given by HOP = �BSiL̂id

2 where B = (9F(0) � 5F(4))/441 is the Racah coefficient.
The corresponding mean-field energy levels are then written as14

Deims ¼ U � J

2

� �
ni �

s
2
Jmi � BhLidim: ð5Þ

Here, U ¼ Umm0 ¼ F ð0Þ and J ¼ Jmm0 ¼ ðF ð2Þ þ F ð4ÞÞ=14. In this context the OP
approximation is equivalent to assuming that the orbital dependence of the
Coulomb integrals has the form Umm0 � U = Jmm0 � J = �Bmm0, which is the
same for direct and exchange interactions. In practice, the OP calculations are much
simpler than the rigorous orbital dependent treatment. In fact, they are not much
more demanding than the simplest orbital independent approach,24 since they
require a self-consistent determination of only ni, ml and hLidi at all atoms. For
the large clusters we use this approximation since it has been shown to yield similar
results as the more demanding calculation in which the full orbital dependence of the
Coulomb integrals are considered.14 Notice that if B = 0 we obtain the simplest
mean field approximation for eqn (5).23–26

Finally, the third term

HSO ¼ �x
X

i;ms;m0s0
ðL
!
i �S
!
iÞms;m0s0 ĉ

þ
ims ĉim0s0 ð6Þ

takes into account spin–orbit interactions, where (~Li �~Si)ms,m0s0 refers to the intra-
atomic matrix elements of ~L �~S. HSO couples the up and down spin-manifolds and
introduces the dependence of the magnetic properties on the relative orientation
between the magnetization direction and the geometrical structure of the cluster.
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The average local orbital moments hLidi at atom i are calculated from

hLidi ¼
X
s

X2
m¼�2

Z eF

�1
mrdimsðeÞ de; ð7Þ

where m indicates the magnetic quantum number. The quantization axis of the
orbital momentum is thereby taken to be the same as the spin quantization axis.
The electronic energy per atom

Ed ¼
1

N

X
i

EdðiÞ ð8Þ

can be written as the sum of local contributions

EdðiÞ ¼
X
ms

Z eF

�1
erdimsðeÞ de� Edc

ims

� �
ð9Þ

corresponding to each atom i of the cluster. Here Edc
ims = (1/2)Deis hn̂imsi stands for

the double-counting correction. The MAE is defined as the change DE in the
electronic energy Ed associated to a change in the orientation of the magnetization.
Thus, positive (negative) values of the anisotropy energy DExz = Ex � Ez indicate
that the easy (hard) axis is along the z direction.
The parameters used in the calculations are then specified as follows. The two-

center d-electron hopping integrals are given by the canonical expression in terms of
the corresponding bulk d-band width. The intra-atomic Coulomb integrals Umm0 and
Jmm0 are expressed in terms of the three independent radial Coulomb integrals F(0),
F(2), and F(4) allowed by atomic symmetry.15 These are chosen by taking the ratios
F(0)/F(2) and F(4)/F(2) from atomic calculations27 and by fitting the value of F(2) to
reproduce the bulk Co spin moment [ Umm0 ¼ F ð0Þ ¼ 13:5 eV and average exchange
integral Jmm0 ¼ ðF ð2Þ þ F ð4ÞÞ=14 ¼ 0:74 eV]. In the case of Rh we use F(2) such as
JRh
av = 0.48 eV, which have been obtained from density functional calculations
(Stoner theory) taking into account correlation effects beyond the local spin density
approximation.28 Notice that for properties like the spin and orbital magnetic
moments, which derive directly from the spin-polarized density distribution, a size
independent Umm0 (Jmm0) has been proved to be a good approximation. Using these
values for the radial integrals we estimate the Racah coefficient B = (9F(2) � 9F(4))/
441 (BCo = 0.08 eV and BRh = 0.05 eV). In this way, only one parameter [F(2)] is
involved in the determination of the Coulomb integrals. The SO coupling constants
x(Co) = 0.088 eV and x(Rh) = 0.180 eV are taken from ref. 16. As suggested by
experiment,6,9 we consider fcc-like clusters formed by a central atom and its
successive shells of NN’s. For Co–Rh this corresponds to a CoN (RhM) core covered
with a RhM(CoN) shell. The structural effects are discussed by considering additional
geometries, namely octahedral-like fcc and polytetrahedral-like structures.
The local densities of electronic states (DOS) rdims(e) are determined self-consis-

tently for each orientation d of the spin magnetization ~S. In this paper we consider
d = z, along a principal Cn symmetry axis of the cluster, and d = x along a nearest
neighbor (NN) bond perpendicular to z. In the case of low-symmetry structures a
full vectorial calculations as a function of both, the polar angle y (between the
magnetization ~M and the z axis) and the azimuthal angle f were performed. The
associated single-particle problem is solved by using Haydock–Heine–Kelly’s recur-
sion method.17 The local orbital occupations nim and spin polarizations mim are
determined with an accuracy eI 10�10 electrons per atom or better, which allows to
derive the MAEs reliably.
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4. Discussion

The calculated spin and orbital magnetic moments for Co–Rh clusters are shown in
Table 1. The results for a 43-atom fcc-like spherical cluster formed by a central atom
and its successive shells of NN’s correspond to a Co19 (Rh19) core covered with a
Rh24(Co24) shell. The direction of magnetization d = z is along a principal Cn

symmetry axis of the cluster, and d = x along a nearest neighbor (NN) bond
perpendicular to z. In the case of Co19 the easy direction xy is along the central atom

Table 1 Theoretical results for the magnetic properties of CoNRhM clusters: total magnetic

moment per cluster atom �mT = hLT i+2hSTi, total magnetic moment per Co atom �mNco
, orbital

magnetic moment per atom hLTi along the easy axis d, and orbital-to-spin moment ratio
�L

2hSi ðRhÞ at the Rh atoms. The results are shown as a function of Co composition xCo ¼ N
ðNþMÞ.

The magnetic moments are in Bohr magnetons. The structure of the clusters is indicated:

disordered alloys are denoted by (m); no indication refers to core-shell systems

Cluster xCo �mT �mNco
hLTi

hLi
2hSi ðRhÞ d

N + M = 43

Co43 1.00 1.98 1.98 0.29 x

Co19Rh24 0.44 0.80 1.44 0.06 0.07 z

Rh19Co24 0.56 1.40 2.51 0.30 0.14 x

N + M = 79

Co79 1.00 1.88 1.88 0.19 z

Rh19Co60 0.76 1.65 2.17 0.26 0.09 z

Rh37Co42(m) 0.53 1.40 2.62 0.22 0.10 z

Rh55Co24 0.30 0.67 2.22 0.11 0.08 z

N + M = 87

Spherical fcc

Co87 1.00 1.92 1.92 0.23 x

Rh19Co68 0.78 1.76 2.25 0.35 0.08 x

Rh43Co44(m) 0.51 1.29 2.56 0.26 0.08 z

Rh67Co20(m) 0.23 0.86 3.75 0.18 0.12 z

N + M = 85

Spherical fcc

Co85 1.00 1.89 1.89 0.20 xy

Rh19Co66 0.77 1.71 2.20 0.30 0.10 xy

Rh43Co42(m) 0.49 1.44 2.91 0.24 0.13 xy

Rh61Co24 0.28 0.62 2.20 0.11 0.17 z

N + M = 70

Polytetrahedral

Co70 1.00 2.00 2.00 0.31 x

Rh17Co53 0.76 1.84 2.43 0.47 0.03 x

Rh38Co32 0.46 1.28 2.80 0.35 0.20 z

Rh52Co18 0.26 0.85 3.30 0.25 0.14 z

N + M = 72

Polytetrahedral

Co72 1.00 2.07 2.07 0.41 x

Rh22Co50 0.69 1.91 2.76 0.60 0.11 x

Rh40Co32 0.44 1.64 3.70 0.52 0.21 x

Rh52Co20 0.28 1.31 4.73 0.47 0.23 x

N + M = 405

Spherical fcc

Co405 1.00 1.87 1.87 0.18 z

Rh127Co278(m) 0.68 1.36 1.98 0.19 0.02 z

Rh199Co206(m) 0.51 1.05 2.07 0.16 0.06 z

Rh201Co204 0.50 1.04 2.05 0.16 0.01 z
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and one of the vertices in the plane x–y. The direction d yielding the lowest-energy is
indicated. For comparison, results for Co43 are also given. First one observes that
the total magnetic moment per atom �mT decreases with Co concentration xCo (�mT =
1.98 mB for xCo = 1.00 and �mT = 0.80 mB for xCo = 0.44 with a Co19 core and �mT =
1.40 mB for xCo = 0.56 with a Rh19 core). Notice the large reduction of �mT if a Co19
core is assumed. In contrast, the cluster having a Rh19 core still has a significant �mT.
This is mainly due to two effects: the larger NN bond-length in the Rh19 core and to
the orbital contribution (hLTi= 0.30 mB) of the Co surface atoms in Rh19Co24. Still,
even in this case, �mT is smaller for xCo = 0.56 than for xCo = 1.00. This trend
changes if the average magnetic moment per Co atom �mNCo

in Co–Rh clusters having
a Rh core is considered instead of �mT. In this case, �mNCo

increases with decreasing xCo
(�mNCo

= 1.98 mB for xCo = 1.00 and �mNco
= 2.51 mB for xCo = 0.56), indicating that

the Rh contribution to the total moment is significant [mNCo(Rh) C 0.50 mB]. The
fact that the Co–Rh clusters are more likely to have a Rh core seems to be in
agreement with the experimental findings of the NN’s bond-length and magnetic
moment per Co–Rh unit.6 (In fact the experiments show that the NN’s bond-length
of the cluster is very similar to that of bulk Rh and that �mNco

C 2.38 mB).
6

Furthermore, due to the induced magnetic moment in Rh atoms, the ratio
h �Li
�2hSiðRhÞ ¼ 0:14 is significant. As will be discussed later, the calculated h �Li

�2hSiðRhÞ for
clusters with size of about 400 atoms is smaller. At this stage, one concludes that Co–
Rh clusters with a Rh core have a significant induced moment at Rh atoms.
Results for N + M = 70, 72, 79, 85 and 87 are shown in Table 1 in order to infer

the effect of structure and Co composition on the magnetic properties. Three cases
are analyzed: spherical fcc, octahedral fcc and polytetrahedral structures. An
illustration of the considered structures is presented in Fig. 3. In the case of
octahedral structures full vectorial calculations as a function of both, the polar
angle y between the magnetization ~M and the z axis and the azimuthal angle f were
performed. First, we compare the results of the spherical clusters with N + M = 79
and N + M = 87 [See Fig. 3(a) and (b)]. Notice that the 87-atom cluster is made up
by taking the 79-atom cluster with an additional shell of 8 atoms. The results show
that magnetic moments mT and mNCo

follow the same trends as those found in the
smaller clusters, i.e., mT (mNCo

) decreases (increases) with decreasing xCo concentra-

tion and that the values of h
�Li

�2hSiðRhÞ ¼ 0:09� 0:12 mB are similar. One also observes

that the average magnetic moments are larger in the 87-atom cluster than in the 79-
atom cluster. This is mainly due to the larger orbital moment contribution of the
low-coordinated Co surface atoms [the outermost 8 atoms in Fig. 3(b)]. Similar
results are also found for the 85-atom cluster with octahedral structure. However,
the results for xCo C 0.5 deserve special attention. Let us first notice that in this
cluster there are 66 surface atoms. Thus, in order to have xCo C 0.5 and keeping a
Rh core (with 19 atoms), 24 Rh atoms should be at the surface. The induced
magnetic moments at the Rh atoms are larger since they have only low coordinated
Co atoms as NNs. As a consequence, mT and mNCo

increase. Therefore, Co–Rh
clusters having segregated Co atoms result in smaller average magnetic moments
than in the case of mixed clusters.

Fig. 3 Illustration of the cluster geometries considered in the calculations: (a) spherical fcc
(N + M = 79), (b) spherical fcc (N + M = 87), (c) octahedral fcc (N + M = 85),
(d) polytetrahedral (N + M = 70), and (e) polytetrahedral (N + M = 72).
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Larger values of mT and mNCo
are expected if the symmetry is further reduced. In

fact, it has been argued that the structure of Co–Rh clusters is polytetrahedral for
large Co concentration.9 Two types of polytetrahedral growth were considered in
this case: the structure of the 70-atom (72-atom) cluster is made up by growing
slightly strained face-sharing tetrahedra over a hexahedron (13-atom icosahedron)
[see Fig. 3(d) and (e)]. Notice the larger values of mT and mNCo

as compared with those
of clusters of similar sizes (see, Table 1 for xCo C 0.75). This is due to the large
contribution of the Co orbital moments at the surface [i.e., for the 72-atom cluster,
hLi(Co) C 1.0 mB at the surface].
The results for large fcc spherical clusters having 405 atoms are also shown in

Table 1. Notice that mT and mNCo
follow the same trends as a function of xCo as in the

previous studied clusters. However, the value of h
�Li

�2hSiðRhÞ ’ 0:06 is smaller than the
one obtained in smaller sizes.
The environment dependence of the local orbital moments hLdi(j) provides further

insight into the magnetic behaviour. Fig. 4 displays hLdi(j) in the considered fcc-like
clusters, where j= 1 refers to the central atom and j4 1 to the successive NN shells.
The sites corresponding to the Co(Rh) atoms are indicated. One observes that hLdi(j)
generally increases with j, showing some oscillations as we move from the center to
the surface of the cluster. Notice the particularly large values of 2hSdi+ hLdi which
corresponds to the Rh atoms at j = 12 and j = 14. It is important to note that the
Rh contributions to the total magnetic moment mT amount to about 20% [mRh =

Fig. 4 Local orbital hL(i)i, spin 2hS(i)i and total 2hS(i)i+ hL(i)i magnetic moment along the
easy axis of a 405-atom fcc-like CoxRh1�x cluster with x C 0.5. The results correspond to the
average at each NN shell j surrounding the central atom j = 1. The shells correspond to a Rh
core surrounded by successive Rh and Co shells (as indicated in the figure). The straight lines
connecting the points are a guide to the eye.
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hLdiRh + 2hSdiRh = (0.2–0.5)mB]. The orbital and spin moments at the interfaces are
mainly responsible for this increase of mRh. These results demonstrate that it is the
interface, rather than just the reduction of local coordination number, which is

Table 2 Shell average of the magnetic anisotropy energy DEzx(j) = Ex(j) � Ez(j) of an fcc-like

CoNRhM clusters having N + M = 55 atoms. The results refer to each NN shell j surrounding

the central atom j = 1. DEzx = Ex � Ez stands for the cluster average MAE. The direction z is

taken along a Cn principal symmetry axis of the cluster and x along a NN bond perpendicular

to z. The direction d yielding the lowest-energy is indicated

Shell j

Cluster 1 2 3 4 5 DExz d

Co55 1.00 �0.22 1.38 �1.33 �0.17 xy

Co43Rh12 1.00 0.02 0.35 0.35 �1.15 �0.43 x

Rh13Co42 0.44 �0.04 0.15 1.72 �1.70 0.13 z

Rh43Co12 0.56 �0.14 0.58 �0.12 �0.85 �0.53 x

Fig. 5 (a) Magnetic anisotropy energy DE of CoMRhN clusters having N + M = 79, 85 and
87 atoms as a function of Co concentration. The corresponding structures are illustrated in
Fig. 4. The labels x, xy, and z indicate the easy magnetization axis, where z refers to the
direction along a principal Cn symmetry axis, x is along a NN bond perpendicular to z, and xy
refers to the diagonal between the x and y axes [see the inset of figure (b)]. (b) Illustration of the
easy axis (solid arrows for x and xy or solid circle for z) and hard axis (dashed arrows or dashed
circle) of the 85-atom octahedral fcc cluster, as obtained from full vectorial calculations. A top
view of the cluster structure is shown taken from the z principal C4 symmetry axis. The
directions of the magnetization x, y and z are illustrated in the inset.
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responsible for the enhancement of magnetic moments. The calculated values well
match the experimental ones, when considering both the spin and orbital contribu-
tions of the magnetic moments. It should be noticed that these calculations nicely
reproduce the evolution of the magnetism with the Rh concentration and allow us to
conclude that segregated nanoparticles containing a Rh core and a Co shell with
some intermixing at the interface is the most likely scenario.
The interactions between magnetic ad-atoms and metallic substrates often lead to

redistributions of the spin-polarized density and to changes in the electronic
structure which affect sensitively the spin–orbit energies. The results shown in
Table 2 indicate that the interface of Co–Rh plays the main role in determining
the stable magnetization direction of the system. In fact, a rich and complex
environment dependence of DExz is obtained by manipulating the interface. Repla-
cing the Co core (Rh shell) by a Rh core (Co shell) changes the easy axis (see
Table 2). Once again, the contribution of the local DExz to the MAE stabilizes the
direction of magnetization. The environment dependence of DExz can be viewed as
the result of two main contributions: the changes in the electronic structure of the Co
cluster due to Co–Rh hybridizations and the local MAE of the interface Rh atoms
which carry small magnetic moments.
Additional interesting magneto-anisotropic behaviour is expected if mixing of the

3d and 4d elements at the interface is allowed. Let us discuss in more detail the
results for the MAE in larger clusters. A remarkable behaviour of the MAE as a
function of xCo is observed in Fig. 5. The results show that the MAE increases or
decreases about 100% if the Co concentration changes from xCo = 1.00 xCo = 0.75
[see Fig. 5(a)]. Moreover, notice that the particular structure of the octahedral fcc
cluster results in a large in-plane magnetic anisotropy energy (even larger than the
usual off-plane MAE). In Fig. 5(b) results are shown for the MAE as a function of
xCo. Notice that only for xCo = 0.25 the easy axis corresponds to the z direction.
This shows the importance of performing full vectorial MAE calculations for
structures having no spherical symmetry. A direct comparison of these results
cannot be performed for several reasons, the main one being the strong dependence
of the MAE with respect to the size, chemical order and structure. The effective
anisotropy measured for the nanoparticles is in the range of 0.05–0.07 meV at�1. It
corresponds to the case of the less anisotropic clusters. Calculations for bigger
nanoparticles are in progress.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, it has been shown that alloying a 3d transition metal with a 4d
element offers the possibility of tailoring new magnetic materials with optimized
magneto-anisotropic properties for specific technological purposes. The magnetic
moments of CoxRh1�x were determined using both experimental and theoretical
approaches. The present discussion should encourage the development of new
experimental work as well as further theoretical improvements. For example, it
would be worthwhile to investigate more systematically the dependence of the
magnetic properties on the geometry of the cluster and its immediate environment.
This is relevant for the comparison between theory and experiment, since the
morphology of the nanoparticles can be tuned, at least to some extent, by changing
the growth and deposition conditions or by subsequent annealing. The well-known
sensitivity of TM magnetism to the specific local atomic environments lets us expect
a wide variety of interesting behaviours. From a theoretical perspective, it would be
interesting to introduce a larger flexibility in the self-consistent calculations by
allowing for non-collinear spin polarizations, since the SO interactions break the
conservation of Sz, and since it has been shown that the magnetization direction
giving the lowest local energy Ed(i) is often different for different atoms i.29
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